Divine Touch
I have been a clinical social worker for 50
years, and became a spiritual
psychotherapist and wellness coach along
the way. I began exploring the possibility
that I could be of help with hands-on healing
25 years ago. While I had received a great
deal of energy work and body work in my
life, I had not considered that I might offer it
to others until I was encouraged to do so by
friends whom I greatly respect, professionals
in the field of health and healing.
Sadhu Khalsa, MSW, LCSW
I received personal inspiration that led me to
a practice that is both unique and yet linked to the ancient history of hand-on healing. I prepare
myself by offering prayers that I may be a channel for the individual’s highest good. I hold a
person’s feet and find the pulse points. I ask each person to bring forth an intention, and to
send themselves light and love throughout the session. While mostly we sink into the quiet
experience together, it is not uncommon for me to speak to a person, if I am guided. People
often tell me that these words address issues that are troubling them. Many people experience
that their natural life force energy begins to flow more strongly; some may become aware of it
for the first time. The energy goes to where it needs to go; it has its own knowing, which I trust.
And invariably, as we inhabit the sacred space we have created together, people experience
deep relaxation and inner peace.

I call this experience Divine Touch, because it seems to connect each of us to our
higher power, our Source. I am honored to be able to offer it to you.
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Individual Private Healing Sessions with “Divine Touch”
Subtle energy healing in combination with yoga and meditation. This healing work helps to
remove long standing energetic blocks in the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual realms
and dimensions. This service is provided at my office or your facility ( home or office).
Music/Sound therapy is provided as part of the session. Each session is on a per hour basis.

Divine Touch Services:

Sessions normally run $125 per hour.
Available only in the Santa Fe & Espanola areas.
You can pay online for “Divine Touch” services.
Payment is made through Paypal. Paypal is free, secure and easy to use. You do NOT need an
account to make a payment but only to sign up with an email.
On Paypal you will be able to enter the amount for service as instructed from Mr.
Khalsa. Please remember that once you enter the amount you must then click on UPDATE for it
to work and complete your payment. Payment is made through “Total Health Recovery
Program” that Mr. Khalsa also offers.

Questions? Please email us using our contact form: EMAIL HERE
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